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Abstract

In an information-seeking conversation, a user
may ask questions that are under-specified
or unanswerable. An ideal agent would in-
teract by initiating different response types
according to the available knowledge sources.
However, most current studies either fail to
or artificially incorporate such agent-side ini-
tiative. This work presents INSCIT, a dataset
for Information-Seeking Conversations with
mixed-initiative Interactions. It contains 4.7K
user-agent turns from 805 human-human con-
versations where the agent searches over
Wikipedia and either directly answers, asks
for clarification, or provides relevant informa-
tion to address user queries. The data supports
two subtasks, evidence passage identification
and response generation, as well as a human
evaluation protocol to assess model perfor-
mance. We report results of two systems
based on state-of-the-art models of conver-
sational knowledge identification and open-
domain question answering. Both systems
significantly underperform humans, suggest-
ing ample room for improvement in future
studies.1

1 Introduction

Recently, there has been increasing interest in
developing conversational information-seeking
systems (Choi et al., 2018; Adlakha et al., 2022;
Saeidi et al., 2018; Feng et al., 2020) that as-
sist users in finding information from knowledge
sources (e.g., text corpus) via multi-turn con-
versational interactions. One important advantage
of such conversational information-seeking sys-
tems is that users do not need to come up with
a very descriptive query by themselves (Webb
and Webber, 2009; Rieser and Lemon, 2009;

1We open-source all data and code athttps://github
.com/ellenmellon/INSCIT.

Konstantinova and Orasan, 2013). In realistic set-
tings, as shown in Figure 1, users can start with
a request that is under-specified or has no direct
answer, and through conversational interactions,
the agent can collaboratively guide users to refine
(left) or relax their queries and proactively sug-
gest relevant information that may partially satisfy
the user’s information needs (right). This collabo-
ration requires a mixed-initiative dialogue, where
both the user and agent can direct the flow of the
conversation.

Handling such realistic user requests poses
challenges to a conversational agent system. A
comprehensive search can result in multiple pas-
sages from the knowledge source, which may
provide different components of an answer (pos-
sibly incomplete) or multiple answers that sur-
face ambiguities in the user query. Depending on
the available information, the agent needs to use
different strategies, which might involve summa-
rizing the results, providing partial information,
or trying to clarify an ambiguity. However, ex-
isting information-seeking conversation datasets
rarely contain conversations where agents initiate
different interaction strategies. As a result, most
conversational question answering (CQA) work
focuses on user-initiative interactions, where the
agent simply responds to user questions with direct
answers or uses no answer for out-of-scope
queries (Choi et al., 2018; Reddy et al., 2019;
Adlakha et al., 2022). Other work studies clarifi-
cation questions using artificially created data,
failing to capture natural information-seeking in-
teractions (Saeidi et al., 2018; Feng et al., 2020;
Aliannejadi et al., 2021; Guo et al., 2021). In addi-
tion, most of them only rely on a single evidence
string or passage for agent response construction.

To support research in mixed-initiative con-
versations, we introduce INSCIT (pronounced
Insight), a dataset for Information-Seeking Con-
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Figure 1: INSCIT examples show that user queries can
often be under-specified and require clarification (left),
or have no direct answer but where providing relevant
information may fulfill users’ information needs (right).

versations with mixed-initiative Interactions,
where agents take various strategies, such as pro-
viding direct answers (72%), raising clarifications
(13%), and presenting relevant partial informa-
tion (13%), to address users’ information needs.
It contains 805 natural human-human conversa-
tions with 4.7K user-agent turns over diverse
topics, collected through a scalable annotation
pipeline and careful quality control. To simu-
late realistic information-seeking scenarios, users
write queries with minimal restriction, and hu-
man agents decide on different strategies to re-
spond, after searching over the knowledge source
(i.e., Wikipedia) for evidence passages.

We formulate two tasks for the conversational
agent system: (1) identify a set of evidence pas-
sages from Wikipedia, and (2) generate a response
grounded in the evidence. Since handling queries
with multiple evidence passages or no direct an-
swer can be open-ended, we emphasize the need
for human evaluation, and propose a systematic
human evaluation protocol that considers diverse
aspects including coherence, factual consistency,
and information comprehensiveness.

We present two strong baselines based on the
state-of-the-art in open-domain question answer-
ing (Karpukhin et al., 2020; Izacard and Grave,
2021) and conversational knowledge identifica-
tion (Wu et al., 2021). While the systems achieve
substantial improvements over a trivial baseline,
there is still significant room for improvements,
especially for scenarios requiring agent strate-
gies other than providing a direct answer. Our
analysis suggests that the key remaining chal-
lenges are improving passage identification and

Dataset IR
Response Strategy H-H Multi-
CLAR REL Dialogue Evidence

INSCIT (ours) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

QuAC ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗

CoQA ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗

DoQA ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗

QReCC ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

TopioCQA ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗

Qulac ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

ShARC ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

MultiDoc2Dial ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Abg-CoQA ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓

Table 1: Comparison of INSCIT with existing
datasets of information-seeking conversations.
IR, CLAR, REL, H-H stand for Retrieval Needed,
Clarification, No Direct but Relevant Answer,
and Human-Human. indicates the property
only applies to part of the dataset.

fusing comprehensive information from multiple
passages by leveraging different strategies. We
present detailed discussion and avenues for future
work.

2 Related Work

Information-Seeking Conversations The aim
of information-seeking conversations is to address
the user’s initial and follow-up information needs
with grounding in knowledge sources. Table 1
compares INSCIT with previous information-
seeking conversation datasets. Early CQA work,
including QuAC (Choi et al., 2018) and CoQA
(Reddy et al., 2019), requires the agent to answer
each user question by reading a short passage.
DoQA (Campos et al., 2020), QReCC (Anantha
et al., 2021), and TopioCQA (Adlakha et al.,
2022) extend the task to an open-domain setting
where the knowledge source is a large document
corpus. These studies only consider limited sce-
narios where the agent provides a direct answer
based on a short text span in a single passage, or
outputs no answer if there is no direct answer.

Ambiguous user queries have been observed in
single-turn question answering tasks (Min et al.,
2020; Zhang and Choi, 2021; Sun et al., 2022), but
these are usually addressed by training a model
to predict multiple conditional answers without
further interaction. A few other studies create ar-
tificial conversations to address ambiguous user
questions. For instance, Qulac (Aliannejadi et al.,
2019) and the data collected in follow-up work
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(Aliannejadi et al., 2021) are based on user queries
containing a set of pre-specified multi-faceted
entities, where agents choose from a fixed set
of clarification questions that cover these ambi-
guities. ShARC (Saeidi et al., 2018), Doc2Dial
(Feng et al., 2020), and MultiDoc2Dial (Feng
et al., 2021) are rule-based information-seeking
conversations in the social welfare domain that
incorporate agent-side clarifications. Guo et al.
(2021) create Abg-CoQA by rewriting conver-
sations in the CoQA dataset to intentionally
include ambiguous questions. In contrast, INSCIT

consists of human-human conversations with nat-
ural information-seeking user requests and mixed
agent initiative to address them.

Penha et al. (2019) crawl conversations from
Stack Exchange2 that are mixed with information-
seeking utterances and casual talk. One ground-
ing document is heuristically obtained for each
conversation. In contrast, INSCIT contains vali-
dated grounding passages and only goal-oriented
agent interactions.

Knowledge-Grounded Social Chat Instead of
seeking for information, the user intent in social
chat is mostly to conduct casual talk. Knowledge-
grounded social chat systems (Ghazvininejad
et al., 2018; Dinan et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2018;
Moghe et al., 2018) incorporate external knowl-
edge with the purpose of making the conversa-
tions more engaging and informative. Rodriguez
et al. (2020) trains a conversational agent to se-
lect knowledge to present based on the user’s
background, in order to maintain the user’s inter-
est in the conversation.

3 Task Formulations

We define two task formulations for INSCIT,
namely passage identification and response gen-
eration. These two tasks mimic how an agent
responds to each information-seeking user re-
quest, by first searching for relevant information
over the knowledge source and then constructing
the response based on the gathered information.
Comparing with prior studies on open-domain
information-seeking conversations (Anantha et al.,
2021; Adlakha et al., 2022), the key challenges in
our tasks come from identifying and fusing com-
prehensive information from multiple passages

2https://stackexchange.com/.

to construct responses using different strategies,
rather than a single passage and a short answer.

At the nth agent turn, both tasks have the
same input: all previous utterances (i.e., dialogue
context) X = [u1, a1, u2, a2, . . . , un], the corpus
of all passage candidates C, and the previously
used passages {P1,P2, . . . ,Pn−1} where each
Pi = {p1i , p2i , . . . , p

|Pi|
i } is the set of passages used

in the ith agent turn ai. C is defined as all tex-
tual paragraphs (i.e., passages) in a full Wikipedia
dump.3

For passage identification, we require the
model to predict a set of passages P̄n from C,
containing comprehensive and relevant informa-
tion to the current user request un in the dialogue
context X , which serves as evidence for the re-
sponse generation task—generating the next agent
response ān. This is different from the passage
retrieval task where only a ranked list of relevant
passages is predicted. Identifying specific knowl-
edge to be used in the response can be important
for model interpretability purposes as well as for
evaluating how well a model grounds the response
generation in the knowledge source. Ideally, all
factual information contained in ān should be
consistent with P̄n, and every passage in P̄n

should provide at least one unique information
piece as evidence for ān.

In interactive dialogues, each predicted evi-
dence P̄i and response āi are used in the dialogue
context for later conversations. However, to use
pre-collected dialogues with automatic evaluation
metrics, the input context must be the same as
that leading to the human reference response.
This is also consistent with setups in previous
information-seeking dialogue studies that are dis-
cussed in § 2. Therefore, the gold {Pi} and {ai}
are used here as inputs in testing.

4 Our Data: INSCIT

We introduce INSCIT, a new information-seeking
conversation dataset where the agent interprets
the user intent and provides comprehensive in-
formation grounded in Wikipedia via natural
human-human interactions. In this section, we
present our data collection pipeline, quality control
mechanisms, and analyses that show the char-
acteristics and diversity of the user and agent
turns.

3We use the dump of 04/20/2022.
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Figure 2: Each conversation is annotated in a series of user → agent → validator tasks. One worker is dedi-
cated to each user/validator task but two workers work in parallel on the agent turn annotation (see discussion
in § 4.1).

4.1 Data Collection Pipeline

We recruit user, agent, and validation workers4

to create and annotate user/agent turns and vali-
date agent annotations, respectively. Due to the
asymmetric time spent by user and the agent work-
ers in a conversation, we design a separate anno-
tation task for each user or agent turn, following
Wen et al. (2017) to annotate each dialogue in
a pipelined fashion. This framework has proved
to be efficient while maintaining the conversation
coherence by requiring each worker to read all
previous utterances. Our data collection has IRB
approval and is deemed exempt.

Figure 2 illustrates the data collection and an-
notation pipeline. Each conversation starts with
an initial user turn, where the worker asks a ques-
tion after reading a text snippet from a seed doc-
ument. Then, two agents independently search
for relevant passages in Wikipedia, provide a re-
sponse, and categorize their response. Validation
follows after each user-agent turn. We refer to
the retrieved passages, contributed text, and val-
idations collectively as ‘‘annotations.’’ The user/
agent/validation process is repeated for 7 turns or
until responses are found to be invalid. Details
for each step follow.

Seed Document Selection To diversify conver-
sation topics, we sample seed Wikipedia articles,
used for triggering initial user requests, from 5

4We use Amazon Mechanical Turk (https://www
.mturk.com/) for data collection.

different topic categories—food and drink, hobby,
historical events, geography, and weekly top-25
pages. Additionally, we leverage the top-down
tree structure of Wikipedia categories5 and sam-
ple articles at various tree depths under each
of the first 4 categories. Weekly top-25 pages
are from Wikipedia weekly reports of 2021.6

Figure 3 (left) shows the distribution of sampled
seed documents under each category and their
corresponding depths.

User Turn Here, a user worker is asked to write
an initial query or follow-up response to continue
the existing conversation. To trigger each conver-
sation (Figure 2(a)), the user worker is presented
with the leading paragraph of a seed article, and
is instructed to ask a question they are interested
in but cannot find the answer from the paragraph.
The article content outline containing all section
titles is also provided to help with the question
construction. The annotation for each following
user turn (d) starts after the completion of the pre-
vious agent annotation (b) and the validation step
(c), based on all previous conversation utterances.

Agent Turn Different from the user worker, in
addition to the dialogue context, each agent worker
(Figure 2(b)) is given all evidence paragraphs
used by each previous agent turn as additional

5https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia
:Contents/Categories.

6https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category
:Wikipedia Top 25 Report.
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Figure 3: Left: seed document topic category breakdown (D → category depth). Middle and right: treemaps
of top 7 (and other: MISC) first tokens in user turns from conversations under ‘‘food & drink’’ and ‘‘historical
events’’ topic categories. For each figure, the size of each colored area is proportional to its percentage in
the data.

context. Then, the worker is told to use the pro-
vided search engine7 to find answer(s) from
Wikipedia for the current user request. They are
asked to select all (up to 4) evidence paragraphs
from Wikipedia, which they then use to construct
their response. They are also asked to catego-
rize their response, choosing one of four response
strategies: {direct answer (DIRECT), clarification
(CLAR), relevant answer (REL), and no information
(NI)}. In contrast to a direct and complete answer,
we consider a response as a relevant answer when
the agent finds information that only partially
satisfies the user need (e.g., relax a constraint
in the request). For each agent turn, we collect
two different annotations to increase reference
diversity.

Validation After each user turn, we send the
two agent annotations to a validator (Figure 2(c)).
For each agent turn annotation, the validator de-
termines whether i) each selected evidence par-
agraph is properly used in the response; ii) the
response is factually consistent with the evidence;
iii) the response is coherent to the dialogue con-
text; and vi) the labeled response strategy is
faithfully reflected in the response. If both are
valid, the validator is asked to rate which one is
more comprehensive, where a tie is permitted. An
agent response is considered more comprehen-
sive if it contains more information relevant to
the user request. The more comprehensive (or the
only valid) annotation8 is then used to continue
the conversation. The annotation is terminated if

7Based on Google Search API from https://
developers.google.com/custom-search and re-
stricted to the https://en.wikipedia.org/ domain.

8We randomly select one if there is a tie.

both annotations are invalid, and we include the
conversation up to the previous turn in our data.

4.2 Quality Control

Worker Qualification To recruit agent work-
ers, we manually review > 150 submissions of a
qualification task and select 24 highly qualified
workers who consistently produce valid annota-
tions during the qualification. The qualification
task consists of 12 agent annotation tasks, where
each dialogue context is written by the first two
authors of this paper. Similarly, we create differ-
ent qualification tasks to select 35 qualified us-
ers and 10 validators who consistently produce
reasonable user responses or validations based on
our manual review.

Annotation Control To discourage users from
chit-chatting or raising inappropriate requests
(e.g., too subjective), each agent worker can de-
cide to either continue the conversation or flag
their previous user turn as incoherent or an in-
valid request. The validation process ensures that
only valid agent annotations are included in our
final dataset. To encourage extensive search for
comprehensive information, we assign a bonus
to an agent worker if their annotation is labeled
as equally or more comprehensive than the other
worker.

We constantly monitor the annotation process
and send feedback to workers. Our user and agent
workers have over 99% and 96% average passing
validation rate, respectively. About 13% of agent
annotations are marked as less comprehensive.

Worker Payment Structure We actively com-
municate with workers throughout the annotation
process to clarify any questions they have and
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Train Dev Test Total

# Convs 250 86 469 805
# Turns 1443 502 2767 4712
# Turns / Conv 5.8 5.8 5.9 5.9
# References / Turn 1.8 1.6 1.6 1.7
# Tokens / User 10.6 10.5 10.7 10.6
# Tokens / Agent 35.7 44.3 45.1 41.9
# Passages / Agent 1.5 1.7 1.6 1.6

Table 2: Overall statistics of INSCIT.

to give them feedback. We also check in with
them early on to make sure they are satisfied with
the pay and bonus structure. Most workers report
that they are paid with an hourly rate of 15-20
USD, depending on their annotation speed. We
pay 0.2/0.5/0.5 USD for each user/agent/valida-
tor annotation, plus a 0.1 USD bonus for each
agent annotation if the worker passes validation
over 80% of the time (all qualified). In addition,
we assign a bonus of 0.3 USD to the agent an-
notation that is marked as equally comprehensive
as its peer annotation by the validator, or 0.5 to
those marked as more comprehensive or with mul-
tiple evidence passages found.9 On average, we
pay over 0.9 USD to each agent annotation.

4.3 Data Analysis
We collect 805 conversations, which includes
4712 user-agent turns after dropping agent an-
notations if their evidence passages cannot be
found in the post-processed Wikipedia corpus.10

Table 2 shows summary statistics of the train/
dev/test subsets of INSCIT. Word token counts
are based on the spaCy (Honnibal et al., 2020)
tokenizer. The test set contains conversations
triggered with seed documents from all 5 topic
categories, while the training and dev sets only
contain those from ‘‘food and drink’’, ‘‘hobby’’,
and ‘‘top-25’’. In the training set, we keep all
valid agent annotations as well as their compre-
hensiveness comparison results.

In the dev and test sets, we did not include agent
responses flagged as less comprehensive during

9At the beginning of our training set collection (before
the collection of dev/test sets), we only assign a 0.3 USD
bonus to agent annotations marked as more comprehen-
sive. After communicating with our workers, we adjust our
bonus structure, which leads to more comprehensive agent
responses.

10We use wikiextractor to process Wikipedia articles:
https://github.com/attardi/wikiextractor.

validation. In addition, as discussed in § 4.2,
we adjust the worker incentives to obtain more
comprehensive responses when collecting dev/test
sets, leading to the difference in the average agent
turn length.

4.3.1 Diversity of User and Agent Turns

User Request We analyze the distribution of
wh-words of user questions, as well as non-
question user utterances (e.g., responses to clari-
fication). The treemaps in Figure 3 (middle and
right) show the 7 most frequent leading unigrams
of user utterances in ‘‘food & drink’’ and ‘‘histori-
cal events’’ conversations, respectively. ‘‘MISC’’
refers to utterances with less frequent leading uni-
grams. Each box size is proportional to its per-
centage in the data. As shown, most user requests
are ‘‘what’’ and ‘‘how’’ questions. There are also
many user turns starting with words like ‘‘can’’
and ‘‘tell’’, most of which are responses to agent
clarification questions. The user utterances are
fairly long-tailed as ‘‘MISC’’ shares a large por-
tion (about 30%) for both treemaps. Instead of
being mostly factoid questions, open-ended user
requests are well represented in INSCIT.

Agent Response Strategy Table 4 shows the
diversity of agent response strategies in INSCIT.
When no direct answer exists, agents in INSCIT

can respond to the user with a relevant answer
(see § 4.1). If no direct or relevant answer is
found, the agent can then respond with no infor-
mation. The average response length and number
of evidence passages differ dramatically across
various response strategies. Compared with direct
or relevant answer cases, clarification responses
tend to be shorter and are more likely to happen
when more evidence passages are present. We also
calculate that 30% direct or relevant answer agent
turns have multiple evidence passages, which
potentially require information summarization.

4.3.2 Analysis of Agent Initiatives

In this section, we present qualitative analysis to
understand how different agent initiatives get trig-
gered, with a focus on clarification and relevant
answer agent responses.

Fine-Grained Categorization We randomly
sample and analyze 100 clarification and relevant
answer responses respectively. Table 3 (upper
half) shows that in most cases, the agent raises
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Clarification (CLAR)

Too long / many answers
(86%)

. . . <Agent>: In the Battle of New Orleans, . . . the Americans had 13 dead, totaling 304 dead.
<User>: Were there any long-term consequences that came as a result of the War of 1812?
<Agent>: There were many! Would you like to know what they were for Bermuda, . . . , or Great Britain?

Ambiguous entity (13%) <User>: Washington University is classified as what for its high research activities?
<Agent>: Do you want to know about Washington University in St. Louis or in Baltimore, Maryland?

No Direct but Relevant Answer (REI)

Constraint relaxation /
No definite answer (70%)

<User>: Was the Matrix franchise adapted from any other work?
<Agent>: While not explicitly adapted from another work, the Matrix did draw heavily on Jean . . .

. . . <User>: Who authored the Torah?
<Agent>: It was originally thought that a majority of the Torah was written by . . . However, it’s
now thought that . . . though the number of authors is up for debate.

Relevant but side info only
(29%)

. . . <User>: What countries have an ecological footprint under 5 hectares per person?
<Agent>: The world-average ecological footprint in 2013 was 2.8 global hectares per person . . .
But I don’t have a list of countries with an ecological footprint under 5 global hectares per person.

Table 3: Examples of clarification and no-direct-but-relevant-answer agent responses. Factual infor-
mation from evidence passages is italicized in agent responses.

DIRECT CLAR REL NI

% Turns 71.5 12.7 13.1 2.7
# Tokens 43.7 33.5 46.6 10.6
# Passages 1.5 2.8 1.4 0.0

Table 4: Agent response strategy statistics. DI-
RECT, CLAR, REL, and NI indicate direct answer,
clarification, no direct but relevant answer, and
no information.

a clarification when they find a long answer or
too many answers (86%) or notice an ambiguous
entity in the user request (13%). In 70% of rel-
evant answer cases (bottom half of Table 3), the
agent relaxes some constraint in the user request
or provides evidence that no definite answer can
be found. In 29% of these cases, they simply pro-
vide some relevant but side information only. We
also observe that in rare cases (1%), the agent
points out some mistake (e.g., a false assumption)
in the user request.

Clarification Occurrences We next look at
contexts where agents are more likely to ask for
clarification in a conversation. Clarification ques-
tions occur more frequently at the very beginning
(ex. 2, Table 3), rather than later in a conversation
(18.8% vs. 11.5%). If a clarification is raised in the
previous agent turn, the chance of a subsequent
clarification (see Table 6) is 7.6%, compared to
12.2% if the previous turn is not a clarification
(ex. 1, Table 3).

Response Strategy Selection In 23% of exam-
ples with 2 agent annotations marked as equally
comprehensive by validators, workers take differ-
ent response strategies given the same dialogue
context. Of this set, 82% have different evidence
passages labeled by the two workers, potentially
due to the open-endedness of user queries in
INSCIT and the large knowledge source. In addi-
tion, as suggested by our analyses in § 6.2, it is
more likely that agents will choose different evi-
dence passages when there is no direct answer to
the question. As illustrated in the first example in
Table 5, the different evidence passages often trig-
ger different agent response strategies. The second
and third examples show that even if two agents
find the same evidence set, deciding whether it
indicates an under-specified user request, a direct
or only a relevant answer can be subjective.

5 Experiment Setup

5.1 Systems
We build two systems for each of the tasks for-
mulated in § 3. Both systems build on retriever-
reader models, inspired by recent advances in
open-domain single-turn or conversational ques-
tion answering (Karpukhin et al., 2020; Izacard
and Grave, 2021; Adlakha et al., 2022). Here, the
main function of the retriever is to gather a ranked
set of top-k candidate evidence passages from the
entire Wikipedia to facilitate passage identifica-
tion and response generation for the later reader
model. We first describe the retriever models, and
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Different Evidence; Different Response Strategies

Dialogue Context: . . . <User>: What are some of the health consequences of oats?

<Agent> (CLAR): Oat related health concerns include oat allergies, and gluten-related disorders. Which type of health issue would you
like to learn more of? (evidence from Wikipedia page: Oat Sensitivity)
<Agent> (DIRECT): Oat toxicity in people with gluten-related disorders depends on the oat cultivar consumed because the
immunoreactivities of toxic prolamins are different among oat varieties. Furthermore, oats are frequently cross-contaminated with the other
gluten-containing cereals . . . (evidence from Wikipedia page: Oat)

Same Evidence; Different Response Strategies

Dialogue Context: . . . <User>: Who is the major competitor of PepsiCo?

<Agent> (CLAR): Would you like to know PepsiCo’s major competitor in the beverage market or the snack food market?
<Agent> (DIRECT): PepsiCo has two main competitors in different market sectors. The Coca-Cola Company is its largest competitor
in the beverage market, and Kraft Foods is its largest competitor in the snack foods market.

Dialogue Context: . . . <User>: Were the directors involved in any controversy?

<Agent> (REL): I couldn’t find anything about themselves in any controversy but their film . . . had a controversial storyline and themes.
<Agent> (DIRECT): The Wachowskis’ V for Vendetta was considered to have controversial storyline and themes, but have been both
criticized and praised by sociopolitical groups.

Table 5: Examples of two agent reference responses with different response strategies.

then introduce the two reader models that perform
the two main tasks based on retrieval results.

5.1.1 Retriever Models
We experiment with two retrievers: BM25 and
DPR. BM25 (Robertson and Zaragoza, 2009)
uses sparse bag-of-word representations for rank-
ing passages with regard to each query. We use
Pyserini (Yang et al., 2017) in our experiments.
DPR (Karpukhin et al., 2020) is a BERT-based
(Devlin et al., 2019) dual encoder model that pro-
duces learned dense representations for queries
and passages, and measures the relevance using
the dot product similarity in the vector space. We
finetune DPR on INSCIT. As the training set is
small in INSCIT, we initialize it with a download-
able checkpoint11 that is pre-trained on a much
larger (> 30×) open-domain conversational ques-
tion answering dataset, TopioCQA (Adlakha et al.,
2022).

5.1.2 Reader Models
Our two readers are based on state-of-the-
art models in open-domain question answering
and conversational knowledge identification—
Fusion-in-Decoder (Izacard and Grave, 2021) and
DIALKI (Wu et al., 2021).

Fusion-in-Decoder (FiD) FiD is a generative
reader model. It first encodes all retrieved pas-
sages with a given query, and then decodes the task
output (e.g., an answer string) by attending over
all encoded passages. To adapt FiD to our tasks,

11https://github.com/McGill-NLP/topiocqa.

. . . <User>: What kinds of regional varieties are there?
<Agent>: Would you like to know about East Asia, Southeast
Asia, South Asia, or Europe?
<User>: Tell me about East Asia.
<Agent>: Sorry, but each country is detailed as well, do you want
to know more about congee in China, Japan, Korea or Taiwan?

Table 6: An example of consecutive clarifications.

we prepend a passage identifier (ID) to each of the
top-k retrieved passages (here, k = 50, following
Adlakha et al. [2022]) and separately concatenate
each passage with the dialogue context for encod-
ing. Given the 50 encoded contextualized passage
vectors, the decoder generates a sequence of evi-
dence passage IDs (passage identification), fol-
lowed by the final response (response generation).
After the first turn, the encoded passage vectors
associated with {Pi, . . . ,Pn−1} are concatenated
with the top-k retrieved passages, limiting k to
give a total of 50. In training, we use the same hy-
perparameters as in Adlakha et al. (2022), with the
batch size adjusted for the memory constraint and
training steps adjusted to have the same epochs.

DIALKI + FiD The second reader adopts a
pipelined approach to perform the two tasks. It first
uses DIALKI (Wu et al., 2021) to select evidence
passages and then feeds the identified passages
into FiD to generate the agent response. DIALKI is
a state-of-the-art conversational knowledge identi-
fication model that incorporates dialogue structure
with a multi-task learning framework. DIALKI
predicts a passage score for each input passage
(i.e., each top-k retrieved passage). To adapt it
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for passage identification, we simply keep evi-
dence passages (up to 4, as in data collection) with
ranking scores higher than γ for multiple passage
prediction, where γ is tuned on the dev set. We
apply the same method to incorporate previously
used evidence passages into DIALKI as in the first
reader model. We set the number of input passages
of DIALKI to be 50 and keep other original hy-
perparameters. Parameters in FiD are the same
as the first reader model, except that the number
of input passages is 4 in the DIALKI+FiD system.

Trivial Baseline: Last Turn We report perfor-
mance of a simple baseline: use the most recent
agent turn in the dialogue context and associated
evidence (P̄n = Pn−1; ān = an−1). For first-turn
instances, we use the most frequent evidence pas-
sage and agent response seen in the training set
as the prediction. We also tried using a random
previous turn as the prediction, which gives lower
scores than using the last turn.

Human We collect one additional annotation
for each agent turn in the test set and evaluate it as
the human performance. These additional annota-
tions are annotated by the same agent workers we
select in § 4.2. Note that these additional predic-
tion data do not go through the same validation
step as those that are used as references.

5.2 Evaluation
Below, we describe automatic metrics and a
human evaluation protocol for the passage identi-
fication (PI) and response generation (RG) tasks
in § 3.

Passage Identification INSCIT allows for mul-
tiple evidence passages, so we measure the model
performance by computing the F1 score (PI-F1),
comparing the set of predicted evidence passages
P̄n to the set of reference passages Pn. For turns
where there are two valid reference annotations,
we use the maximum F1 score between the two.

Response Generation For a generated agent
response ā, we calculate the SACREBLEU score
(Post, 2018) (BLEU in tables) and token-level F1
(RG-F1) scores against the reference response,
following previous studies (Feng et al., 2020;
Adlakha et al., 2022). Again, when there are two
valid annotations, we use the maximum.

Human Evaluation As the two tasks are de-
pendent on each other, decoupled automatic

evaluations may not capture aspects like factual
consistency between predicted passages and the
response. Moreover, handling queries with multi-
ple evidence passages or no direct answer can be
open-ended.

Therefore, we design a human evaluation pro-
tocol to evaluate the model performance on both
tasks.12 Specifically, we focus on the evaluation
of 4 dimensions: 1) evidence passage utility: how
many predicted evidence passages are used in
the generated response; 2) factual consistency
between the predicted response and evidence;
3) response coherence with the dialogue con-
text; and 4) response comprehensiveness: how
much information, that is both relevant to the
user request and factually consistent with the pre-
dicted evidence, is contained in the response.
While most prior work on information-seeking
dialogues only relies on automatic metric scores
(Choi et al., 2018; Anantha et al., 2021; Adlakha
et al., 2022), a few studies collect human ratings
on dimensions like response ‘‘coherence’’ and
‘‘informativeness’’ (Gao et al., 2022; Feng et al.,
2022). However, as they do not require models to
predict evidence, the factual consistency between
the response and the knowledge source cannot be
evaluated (Nakano et al., 2021).

We provide outputs for both tasks of our two
systems and ‘‘Human’’ to a human judge. We ask
them to rate the first 3 dimensions for each system
output on a 4- or 5-point Likert scale13 and then
rank the system responses in terms of response
comprehensiveness (ties are permitted). We have
3 raters for each agent turn and take the average
rating score or rank place on each dimension
for each system. Since human evaluation can be
time-consuming and costly, we run it on a sampled
test subset with 50 conversations (290 turns) and
encourage future studies to report on the same
subset.

The inter-rater agreement measured as Krip-
pendorf’s alpha is 0.66, 0.64, 0.42, and 0.37 for
EU, FC, CO, and COMP, respectively, which can
be interpreted as good or moderate agreements.
We observe two main types of coherence dis-
agreements: 1) some workers are more strict and

12We release the code at https://github.com
/ellenmellon/INSCIT/tree/main/eval/human
eval.

13The 4-point scale is used only for coherence to dis-
courage neutral ratings. We report all scores normalized to
a 1-5 scale.
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Retriever Reader PI-F1 BLEU RG-F1

Last Turn Last Turn 10.5 4.2 14.1

BM25 FiD 14.1 9.4 22.5
DIALKI + FiD 17.0 13.8 24.8

DPR FiD 17.1 8.8 21.6
DIALKI + FiD 21.5 16.6 26.6

Table 7: Automatic scores on the dev set.

indicate one response as more preferred due to
minor differences (e.g., a connecting word), or 2)
both responses are incoherent, but in very different
ways (e.g., have very different content). Similarly,
most comprehensiveness disagreements involve
either: 1) two responses that are similar except
that one includes additional side information, or
2) two responses that provide different answers
but both are good.

6 Experiment Results

6.1 Quantitative Results

Table 7 shows the overall automatic evaluation
results of all systems for our main tasks (PI and
RG) on the dev set. The simple baseline performs
very poorly. Using retrieval results from DPR (vs.
BM25) leads to the best overall performance for
both tasks. For both BM25 and DPR retrievers,
DIALKI + FiD achieves better performance than
FiD in all metrics. A possible reason could be that
the smaller number of context vectors used with
DIALKI+FiD is better suited to learning from
limited data than the end-to-end FiD approach.
DIALKI leverages previous evidence passages
in passage identification, so its following FiD
response generation has only 4 context vectors
(vs. 50 for FiD). This hypothesis is supported
by the observation that incorporating previously
used evidence hurts the RG performance slightly
for FiD but for DIALKI+FID it helps (roughly 1
point decrease vs. increase in scores, respectively,
with DPR).

Table 8 shows both automatic and human
evaluation results on the test set for FiD and
DIALKI+FiD with the DPR retriever, confirming
the dev set findings. Experiments with BM25 also
confirm dev set trends. Figure 4 presents com-
parative human evaluation results. DIALKI+FiD
greatly outperforms FiD except in coherence
where scores are similar. DIALKI+FiD substan-
tially underperforms humans in both automatic

Retriever Reader
Automatic Human

PI-F1 BLEU RG-F1 EU FC CO

DPR
FiD 17.5 9.6 22.2 2.35 2.52 3.76

DIALKI + FiD 23.7 16.0 27.8 4.33 4.74 3.77
– Human 52.5 33.8 43.5 4.76 4.77 4.85

Table 8: Automatic scores on the test set, and hu-
man scores on 50 sampled test conversations (290
turns) for dimensions rated with Likert scales: ev-
idence utility (EU), factual consistency (FC), and
coherence (CO).

Figure 4: Human evaluation on system comparison for
all dimensions: evidence utility (EU), factual consis-
tency (FC), coherence (CO), and response comprehen-
siveness (COMP). Win/lose refers to DIALKI+FiD.

and human scores, except for factual consistency
where the difference is small. This could indicate
that, although DIALKI+FiD generates responses
consistent with the predicted evidence, it identifies
less relevant passages which lead to less coherent
and less informative responses.

The reason for imperfect human performance
on passage identification, shown in Table 8,
is two-fold. Due to the open-endedness of
information-seeking queries in INSCIT and the
large search space over Wikipedia, annotators may
find different (but both valid) sets of evidence pas-
sages. In addition, annotations corresponding to
the Human ‘‘system’’ do not go through the val-
idation process, so they could have errors or be
less comprehensive.

6.2 Analysis

Passage Retrieval Table 9 reports the perfor-
mance for passage retrieval in HIT@k scores,
following Karpukhin et al. (2020) and Adlakha
et al. (2022). HIT@k is calculated as 1

[
|RK ∩

P| > 0
]
, where RK denotes the top K retrieved

passages and P denotes the union of the two ref-
erence passage sets (or a single reference set if
only one is valid). We evaluate both BM25 and
DPR models used in our main experiments, as
well as two DPR ablations: with pretraining (PT)
on TopioCQA or finetuning (FT) on INSCIT only.
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Retriever
Dev Test

HIT@20 HIT@50 HIT@20 HIT@50

BM25 35.3 48.0 35.6 48.1

DPR (FT only) 62.5 70.1 51.3 60.8

DPR (PT only) 66.4 76.3 68.4 77.5
DPR 71.1 79.8 69.9 77.5

Table 9: Passage retrieval results. PT and FT
refer to pretraining on TopioCQA and finetuning
on INSCIT.

Figure 5: PI-F1 and RG-F1 scores by reference response
strategy (direct answer, clarification, relevant answer)
on the one-strategy test subset, excluding instances
where two references differed in strategy.

BM25 underperforms DPR models significantly,
which explains the main task performance differ-
ences between BM25 and DPR in Table 7. DPR
with PT alone is more effective than FT only,
which can be explained by the much larger train-
ing data in TopioCQA. The best retrieval results
are achieved with PT and FT combined. We do
not leverage TopioCQA for pretraining on our
two main tasks, because 1) it does not come with
the passage identification task and only has short
answers or no answer as their agent responses;
2) we observe poor zero-shot response genera-
tion performance on INSCIT for FiD trained on
TopioCQA.

Passage Identification & Response Genera-
tion Performance Breakdown Figure 5 shows
the system and task performance breakdown by
reference response strategy (direct answer, clar-
ification, and relevant answer) for the test set,
excluding examples where two annotations dif-
fered in the response strategy category (16%).
DPR is used for retrieval. Only RG-F1 is shown
for response generation; trends for BLEU are simi-
lar. For all response types, DIALKI+FiD is similar
or outperforms FiD, but significantly underper-
forms humans. For both systems and humans,
the non-direct-answer responses have lower auto-
matic scores. The lower PI-F1 scores for humans
suggest that the retrieval task is more difficult

(with more variety in evidence) when a simple
direct answer is not available. Lower automatic
response generation scores may be explained by
lower retrieval scores (less reliable evidence),
larger number of passages, and/or challenges in
learning non-direct-answer response strategies.
Note that for both systems, the largest percent-
age gap with respect to human scores is for
clarifications.

Response Generation Results with Human
Evidence Passages To explore the above hy-
potheses, we generated responses using the
DIALKI+FiD response generator with passages
selected in the ‘‘Human’’ annotation of the test
data. The resulting responses had 26.5 and 37.4 for
BLEU and RG-F1 scores, respectively, compared
to 16.0 and 27.8 when using DIALKI passages.
We sample and analyze 20 examples each of single
and multiple ‘‘Human’’ evidence passages. Given
multiple evidence passages, most DIALKI+FiD
responses either do not use all passages or intro-
duce incorrect facts. With one passage, responses
are consistent with the evidence but not always as
comprehensive as for humans. In the 20 examples
with multiple passages, DIALKI+FiD asks one
clarification, whereas humans ask nine.

Impact of Response Type Prediction for Re-
sponse Generation As explained in § 4.3, the
agent response type depends on the selected ev-
idence passages. To analyze how incorporating
response types can help with response gener-
ation, we conduct a controlled experiment to
generate agent responses with the dialogue con-
text and oracle evidence passages as the input
to FiD, and compare the performance when
no/oracle/predicted response type is given. For
examples that have two labels with different sets
of evidence passages, we split them into two
separate instances. To predict the response type,
we use a sequence classification model based on
BERT-base (Devlin et al., 2019), given the dia-
logue context and oracle evidence passages. To
provide the oracle or predicted response type as
the response generation model input, we simply
append a formatted string—response type:
{response type name}14—at the end of the
dialogue context, when feeding it to FiD.

14Candidate response type names are ‘‘direct answer,’’
‘‘clarification,’’ ‘‘no answer but relevant information,’’ and
‘‘no answer and no information.’’
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Model Input
Dev Test

BLEU RG-F1 BLEU RG-F1
DC+OEP+RT (Oracle) 32.6 48.7 31.6 47.4

DC+OEP+RT (Predicted) 32.6 46.3 31.7 45.4

DC+OEP 32.0 45.3 30.6 44.3

Table 10: Automatic RG scores for FiD with in-
puts: dialogue context (DC), oracle evidence pas-
sages (OEP), and different (oracle/predicted/no)
response types (RT).

The response type classification model gives
an overall accuracy of 0.75, compared to 0.73
when predicting everything as ‘‘direct answer.’’
Table 10 shows that adding either oracle or pre-
dicted response types improves BLEU and RG-F1
scores, compared with no response type being
used, with greater gains in RG-F1 for oracle re-
sponse type. We observe consistent performance
gains on examples with either ‘‘direct answer’’,
‘‘clarification’’, or ‘‘no information’’ oracle re-
sponse types, but not for the ‘‘relevant answer’’
response type.

7 Conclusion & Discussions

In summary, we introduce INSCIT, a new open-
domain information-seeking conversational data-
set grounded in Wikipedia, with mixed-initiative
user-agent interactions. INSCIT supports two tasks
(passage identification and response generation),
for which we present results of two strong base-
lines, with best results obtained with the pipelined
DIALKI+FiD system. We also introduce a human
evaluation protocol.

Future Work Both models significantly un-
derperform humans in both tasks in all metrics.
The relative performance gap is greatest for sce-
narios that require the agent to provide a non-
direct answer. We find that passage identification
significantly impacts response generation (partic-
ularly coherence) by providing relevant grounding
knowledge. Thus, improving methods for select-
ing relevant passages is critical for future work.
Key challenges that remain in response generation
are how to fuse and present comprehensive infor-
mation from multiple passages and learning when
and how to use non-direct response strategies.
Given the small size of our training data, another
future direction is to explore transfer learning us-
ing existing information-seeking conversation or
question answering resources.

Our work focuses on different strategies that
can be adopted by the agent to better address
user requests in a conversational question answer-
ing setting, assuming the user will either ask an
information-seeking question or provide a clar-
ification to the agent. Exploring more user-side
strategies would be interesting for handling sys-
tem errors and other types of conversations (e.g.,
negotiations).

In contrast to Wikipedia passages, information
sources used in practice (e.g., the whole Web) can
often contain less trustworthy information. In such
cases, retrieving evidence passages containing the
same answer and predicting the trustworthiness
of each answer based on all such retrieved pas-
sages can be a promising direction.

Another direction that is worth future explo-
ration lies in the design of evaluation metrics.
We follow previous studies to evaluate the model
performance when given a fixed human-human
dialogue context. However, as pointed out by Li
et al. (2022), an interactive dialogue system of-
ten needs to handle dialogue contexts containing
errors made by the model itself. Therefore, it is
important for future work to develop new meth-
ods for automatic evaluation and scalable human
evaluation in the interactive setting.

8 Ethical Considerations for
Dataset Collection

Our work is primarily intended to encourage future
work in information-seeking conversation factu-
ally grounded in given knowledge sources. Our
knowledge sources come from Wikipedia articles,
where the content follows principles emphasizing
on a neutral point of view and reliable sources.
Before and during the data collection, we carefully
guide our user workers not to ask subjective or
opinion-driven questions, and our agent workers
not to include any content without evidence from
the knowledge sources in their conversational re-
sponses. Therefore, all contents exposed to our
workers during data collection should contain
minimal risk to the workers. Our data collection
has IRB approval from University of Washington
and is deemed exempt. We also actively commu-
nicated with the workers to address any concern
they had and we usually replied back within an
hour during the whole data collection process.
This communication also helped us to make sure
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that our workers were compensated fairly. As ex-
plained in § 4.2, most of our workers report that
they are paid with an hourly rate of 15-20 USD.
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